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About the registration and the processing of

your data.

In order to become a member of The Presentations Platform -

TPP- you are required to fill in our registration form. This involves

providing a limited number of actual personal data (such as

name, address data, age) and some professional or study related

data. TPP does not ask for financial data.

M Reasons why TPP registers these data: 

F for enforcing copyright protection; TPP enables their

members to use all kinds of materials that are mostly

protected by copyrights. In this respect, registration of the

provided data is necessary to identify and prevent misuse of

available materials;

F for providing general or legal information; sometimes it

may be necessary to inform you and/or other members

about affairs such as modifications or changes regarding the

website structure, changes or additions to the website

content, modifications or improvements concerning the

website security, legal issues, and such;

F for providing specific or business related information;

TPP is mainly focused on rendering Business-to-Business

services to professionals and organizations within

educational and adjacent sectors. In this respect, TPP may

inform you and/or other (professional) members about

services or offers from TPP, from TPP’s partners or from

other professional members, that could be of commercial

importance to your profession or to your organization.

M How TPP saves your data:

TPP saves your data by way of data-encryption in a secured

database, which is only accessible through an SSL (Secure

Sockets Layer) certified internet connection. Only the data

you have provided are recorded in this database. 

You are entitled to examine your data that TPP have

recorded at all times; you can indicate this on the contact

form (which can be found through the ‘contact’-button).
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³  on your navigation bar]


